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SETTINGS SCREEN 

AirServer comes with an advanced settings page, which can be accessed 1) from the AirServer 

floatbar, while clicking the ‘three-lines’ symbol, or 2) from the FlatFrog Board, while clicking the 

sharing button on the lower right and then clicking the ‘Settings’ button.

In this settings page, you can enable and disable the different sharing protocols (AirPlay, Google 

Cast and Miracast) and enable various security settings (like sharing pincodes).

FAQ
Q: Whiteboard is kind of slow in following my pen

A: Probably the refresh rate of the OPS/PC you have connected is not set to 59 or 60 Hz.  Follow 

instruction in the ‘OPS/NUC/PC refresh rate’ chapter in this document to check refresh rate and 

change it if needed

Q: When I try to write in the FlatFrog Board with my finger, it will not write but show a dot 

A: Default, the Board is set to use a pen tip for writing, a finger for detailed erasing and a 

handpalm as large eraser. So writing happens with the provided pen. If you want to be able to 

write with your finger, you can change the settings of the FlatFrog Board. This is thoroughly 

described here: https://support.ctouch.eu/hc/en-us/articles/360016349699-How-can-I-write-

with-my-finger-in-the-FlatFrog-whiteboard-software-

Q: My device (PC, phone, tablet) can see AirServer and connect, but not cast

A: Probably you are on a different network as the OPS/PC running AirServer (for instance a guest 

network). Make sure you are connected to the same network as the OPS/PC running AirServer.
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